THE ROLE OF INVESTIGATOR CIVIL SERVANT OF TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT IN VEHICLE INSPECTION IN BANDAR LAMPUNG CITY

ABSTRACT
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Based on the Law No. 22 / 2009 About road freight traffic that investigators traffic and transportation crimes conducted by Indonesian National Police Investigator and certain Civil Servant who was given special authority to receive, investigate and seek information or report relating to criminal offenses that the information or the report become clear. The problems in this research were how was the role of investigator civil servant in vehicle inspections in Bandar Lampung city and what were the inhibiting factors in vehicles inspection in Bandar Lampung city.

The method used in this study was a juridical normative and empirical. Data collecting in this research were primary and secondary data. Primary data obtained from interviews with respondents who have been assigned, while secondary data obtained through library research.

The results showed that the role of investigator civil servant of transportation department in vehicle inspections in Bandar Lampung city was by evaluating business letters and signs worth of unauthorized vehicle test in accordance with the law, as well as to conduct surveillance against mandatory testing of vehicles in Bandar Lampung city, Before the implementation of the technical examination by a unit technical implementation the owners of vehicles shall complete the administrative process. Investigator civil servant had the right to give a speeding ticket if the vehicle did not have a vehicle test and license plate if already got a call three times then the vehicle will be processed in accordance with the applicable provisions. On the other hand the obstacle Investigators civil servant in vehicles inspection were mechanical condition was not feasible, lack of officers and personnel of qualified examiners in accordance with needs, lack of public awareness about the importance of the periodic test in accordance with all that had been specified so that all these things had an impact on his sanctions which not optimal on set. The authority and duties of investigator civil servant in the vehicle inspection must be clear and unequivocal so that the public can distinguish between authority investigator civil servants with the duties of investigating police.
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